Abstract

We report pioneering experimental evidence for sentence processing in Andean Spanish. Studies report that preverbal objects are more frequent in the Andean variety (A. Escobar, 1978; Lujan, Minaya and Sankoff, 1981; Muysken, 1984; Cerron-Palomino, 1990; A.M. Escobar, 1990, 2000; Klee, 1996; Zavala 1999; Muntendam, 2013). We compared the comprehension and reading times for SVO and OVS sentences by Andean and Peninsular Spanish speakers. SVO was fastest in both varieties, replicating previous studies on Peninsular Spanish (Basilico et al., 1995; Casado et al., 2005 and Del Rio et al., 2012) and providing novel evidence that, despite the relatively higher frequency of preverbal objects, canonical word order in Andean Spanish is also SVO. We also considered the impact of object animacy in sentence processing: in both Andean and Peninsular varieties, object animacy results in a general slowdown and poorer comprehension, replicating previous findings. We provide the first online evidence involving Andean Spanish, and show that, despite their higher frequency, preverbal objects are processed with difficulty and SVO is canonical also in this variety.
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1. Introduction

Many languages allow variations of sentence word order, but each has a canonical order which is the most frequent and corresponds to the linearization of the simplest sentence structure generated by the grammar (Chomsky, 1981; Kaan, 1997; Lee & Kim, 2012). Most languages have either Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) or Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) as canonical (Dryer 2013). Spanish and English are examples of SVO languages, while Quechua and Japanese are SOV (Greenberg, 1963).
In Peninsular Spanish, canonical SVO sentences (1a) are the most frequent (Muysken, 1984; Ocampo, 1994; Klee, 1996; Muntendam, 2013), whereas OVS sentences (1b) are infrequent and both syntactically and semantically more complex (Laka1990; Zubizarreta, 2000).

(1) a. María compró pocas manzanas.
   María bought few apples.
   «Mary bought few apples»

b. Pocas manzanas compró María.
   Few apples bought María
   «Few apples is what Mary bought»

Experimental studies show that canonical sentences incur less processing costs; in Self-Paced Reading studies, shorter reading times have been reported for canonical word orders in languages like German (Weyerts, Penke, Münte, Heine & Clahsen, 2002; Bahlmann, Münte, Rodriguez-Fornells & Rotte, 2007), Finnish (Kaiser & Trueswell, 2004), Japanese (Wolff, Schlesewsky, Hirotani & Bornkessel-Schlesewsky, 2008), Basque (Erdocia, Laka, Mestres-Misse & Rodriguez-Fornells, 2009), Russian (Sekerina, 2003; Levy, Feodorenko & Gibson,2013), and Hindi (Vasishth, 2002), among others.

Why are canonical sentences processed fast and easy? Three non-mutually exclusive theories explain it. According to the Derivational Theory of Complexity (Chomsky & Miller, 1963; Erdocia, Laka& Rodriguez-Fornells, 2012; Phillips, 2013) sentences with longer syntactic derivations involve more computational steps and this is why they incur greater processing demands; since object initial sentences in VO languages involve fronting of the object, this constituent must be held in memory until integrated with its base position (Wolff et al., 2008). The Subject First preference (Bever,1970; Bornkessel & Schlesewsky, 2009) also predicts that sentences that are not subject initial incur in greater processing costs because the comprehension system prefers to process Agent initial sequences. Finally, frequency based theories (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008) show there is a correlation between frequency and processing ease, which in the case of sentence word order predicts an advantage for canonical word orders.

Accordingly, in Spanish, experimental studies reveal that SVO is the easiest word order to process: In an ERP experiment comparing SVO and OVS sentences, Casado, Fernández-Frías, Martin-Loeches & Muñoz (2005) found that SVO sentences were easiest to process. Similarly, Del Río, Lopez-Higes & Martin-Aragoneses (2012), measuring reading times, found that object (OVS order) relative clauses required longer reading times than subject (SVO order) relative clauses, further indicating that canonical word order in Spanish is SVO.

Casado et al. (2005) measured the electrophysiological brain responses of Spanish speakers while reading SVO and OVS sentences with animate and inanimate objects. When comparing O-inanimate SVO and OVS conditions, the OVS condition elicited a negative component at sentence initial and final positions and a P600 component at verb position, signaling greater memory storage and reintegration cost for the displaced object. When comparing O-animate SVO and OVS conditions, a P600 component was observed at the second DP of sentence-final S as compared to O, also revealing that canonical word order in Spanish is SVO.

Andean Spanish is spoken in social and geographic contexts with a presence or influence of Quechua, Aymara or some other Andean language (Godenzzi, 1991). Studies of this variety report that preverbal objects are more frequent than in other varieties of Spanish (Muysken, 1984; Klee 1996; Muntendam, 2013), as summarized in the following table:
Table 1

Percentages of VO/OV in Non-Andean Spanish and Andean Spanish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-Andean Spanish</th>
<th>Andean Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VO</td>
<td>92.1%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OV</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: For Ocampo (1994): Spanish monolinguals from Buenos Aires (Argentina); for Muysken (1984): Quechua-Spanish bilinguals from Ecuador; for Klee (1996): Quechua-Spanish bilinguals from Calca (Peru); and for Muntendam (2009): Quechua-Spanish bilinguals from Tarata (Bolivia) and Juncal (Ecuador).

Preverbal objects can express repetition, summary, agreement or explanation (Klee, 1996; Camacho, 1999; Sanchez, 2003). An example is provided in (3):

(3) A la chica he visto en misa.
DOM the girl have-I seen at mass.
«I have seen the girl at mass» (from A. Escobar, 1978)

The higher frequency of preverbal objects reported for Andean Spanish could indicate: (a) that speakers of this variety process sentences with preverbal objects with greater ease than speakers of Peninsular Spanish (were preverbal objects are rare), or (b) that canonical word order in Andean Spanish is not strictly SVO and is heavily modulated by the OV nature of indigenous contact languages. To the extent of our knowledge, experimental methodology has not been used to study Andean Spanish. Here, we aim to broaden our knowledge about sentence processing in Spanish across different varieties providing online processing measures. Specifically, we seek to test whether Andean and Peninsular Spanish differ in the cognitive cost involved in processing preverbal objects and whether object animacy modulates this cost. To this end, we compared reading times of SVO and OVS sentences with and without animate objects by means of a Self-Paced Reading task with two groups of monolingual speakers: Peninsular and Andean.

2. The experiment

We originally took the experimental design in Casado et al. (2005) about canonical word order in (Peninsular) Spanish as the base of our materials. We hypothesized that SVO will be processed faster and with less comprehension errors in comparison to OVS in the Peninsular Spanish group, thus replicating the results obtained by Casado et al. (2005). We also expect larger processing cost in sentences with animate objects as compared to sentences with inanimate objects because object animacy has been reported to make thematic role assignment more taxing cross-linguistically (Grewe, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky, Zysset, Wiese, von Cramon & Schlesewsky, 2007; Nieuwland, Martin, Carreiras, 2013). As for the Andean Spanish group, given the higher frequencies consistently reported for preverbal objects in this variety, we expect to find that object initial sentences incur in less processing costs than in Peninsular Spanish, or alternatively, if the greater frequency of object initial sentences reported for Andean Spanish is not significant enough to induce changes in sentence representation, we should find similar reaction times for both
groups of participants across conditions. Finally, since the O-animate condition carries a specific Differential Object Marking (DOM) ‘a’, we particularly expect increasing processing cost for OanimateVS sentences, since their marking signals them unambiguously as object initial from the start of the sentence.

2.1. Method

2.1.1. PARTICIPANTS

32 monolingual speakers of Peninsular Spanish (mean age 21.75; 21 women) all of them undergraduate students at the University of the Basque Country (EHU/UPV) in Vitoria-Gasteiz (Spain) and 32 monolingual speakers of Andean Spanish (mean age 21.06; 22 women) all undergraduate students at the National University of San Agustin in Arequipa (Perú) participated in the experiment. All of them consented to participate and were given some money for their time and effort.

2.1.2. MATERIALS

Stimuli consisted of 180 transitive sentences in SVO and OVS orders with animate and inanimate objects. There were 4 conditions:

(4) a. Condition 1: SVO sentence with animate object (SVO(an))
El inquilino alarmó al casero.
The tenant alarmed DOM.the landlord.
«The tenant alarmed the landlord».

b. Condition 2: SVO sentence with inanimate object (SVO(in))
El perro saltó la valla.
The dog jumped the fence.
«The dog jumped the fence».

c. Condition 3: OVS sentence with animate object (O(an)SV)
Al casero alarmó el inquilino.
DOM.the landlord alarmed the tenant
«The tenant alarmed the landlord».

d. Condition 4: OVS sentence with inanimate object (O(in)SV)
La valla saltó el perro.
The fence jumped the dog.
«The dog jumped the fence».

Conditions 3 and 4 were generated from conditions 1 and 2 respectively by reversing the order of Os and Ss. We created two lists in order to counterbalance the experimental material across participants and to prevent them from reading the same version of a sentence twice. Both lists contained 45 experimental sentences from each condition. We also included the same 50 filler sentences in both lists. All in all, each participant read 230 sentences.

Our experimental material was originally generated based on the materials used in Casado et al. (2005), but we had to introduce a few changes we discuss here: Their materials contained animate objects without the DOM marker a, yielding ungrammatical sentences in Spanish (for
instance, *el poeta desafió el novelista* as discussed already by Demestre (2012). Accordingly, all our animate objects had the required DOM a marker (for instance, *el poeta desafió el novelista*). We substituted ditransitive and psychological verbs (like *obligar* «to force» or *disgustar* «dislike»), which involve experiencers and goals and hence more complex argument structures with simple transitive verbs involving agents and themes in their argument structure. A few lexical items used exclusively in Spain were substituted for words that are used also in Perú. For example, instead of *marido* «husband» (only Peninsular Spanish) we used *esposo* (both Peninsular and Peruvian Spanish). In total we changed 46 items (30 nouns and 16 verbs). We also measured the length and the frequency of the lexical items in our experiment using *Espal* (Duchon, Perea, Sebastián-Gallés, Martí & Carreiras, 2013). The verbs in the animate and inanimate conditions differ in length (*SVO* (in) = 6.61; *SVO* (an) = 7.68; \( t(89) = -5.443, p < 0.001 \)) and frequency (*SVO* (in) = 19.91, *SVO* (an) = 6.10; \( t(89) = 4.958, p < 0.001 \)). Inanimate objects were significantly shorter than animate objects (*SVO* (in) = 6.08, *SVO* (an) = 7.71; \( t(89) = -6.962, p < 0.001 \)). In inanimate conditions, subjects contained more letters than objects (S = 7, O = 6.1; \( t(89) = 3.618, p = 0.015 \)), and in inanimate conditions, the opposite (S = 7.12, O = 7.71, \( t(89) = -2.469, p = 0.015 \)).

In order to keep participants’ attention and determine how they interpreted the sentences, we included a comprehension question after half of the experimental sentences². The comprehension question was related to the previously read sentence and the answers of half of the questions of each condition was correct (see example 9 for correct answers). To answer the question, participants had to press the button corresponding to P and Q on the keyboard. We manipulated the word order of the comprehension questions in order to prevent any bias generated by the higher proportion of a given word order during the experiment. Thus, half of the comprehension questions of each experimental condition were *SVO* and the other half *OVS*. Participants received feedback on their answers. We recorded the accuracy and the reaction times of their responses. Half of the filler sentences were also followed by a comprehension question.

(5) a. *SVO* (in) condition
   El chico perdió un juguete.
   «The boy lost a toy».
b. *SVO* question
   ¿Es verdad que el chico perdió un lápiz?
   *Is (it) true that the boy (S) lost a pencil (O)?
   «Is it true that the boy lost a pencil?»
c. *OVS* question
   ¿Es verdad que un lápiz perdió el chico?
   *Is (it) true that a pencil (O) lost the boy (S)?
   «Is it true that a pencil lost the boy?»

2.1.3. Procedure

Experimental materials and comprehension task were presented to the participants through Self Paced Reading (Just, Carpenter & Woolley 1982) using the *Linger* program (Rohde,
We presented the sentences constituent by constituent by means of the Moving Window Technique (Just et al., 1982). Participants read in a normal and comfortable pace. In order to move from one constituent to the next, participants pressed the space bar of the computer keyboard. The time they took to press the space bar was recorded by the program. Self-Paced Reading provides accurate reaction time measures of the participants’ reading process, allowing us to infer the computations that happen in the participants’ minds while they are processing each condition.

Before starting the experiment, participants performed a short training of 10 trial sentences with comprehension questions for half of them. For the Peninsular Spanish group, the experiment was conducted in the Experimental Linguistics Laboratory at the University of the Basque Country (EHU/UPV) in Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain. For the Andean Spanish group, the experiment was conducted in Arequipa, Peru, at the Faculty of Economy of National University of San Agustín.

2.2. Results

2.2.1. Whole sentence reading times

For the Peninsular Spanish group, a two way repeated measures ANOVA was carried out to analyze whole sentence processing. The Constituent Order factor had a significant effect (\(F(1,31) = 13.291, P(HF) = 0.001\)), signaling that SVO sentences were read faster than OVS. Sentences with animate objects were read significantly slower than the sentences inanimate objects (Animacy, \(F(1,31) = 33.875, P(HF) < 0.001\)). Interaction between Constituent Order and Animacy factors did not reach significance (\(F(1,31) = 3.051, P(HF) = 0.091\)). As it can be seen in Figure 1 and Table 2, the SVO\(_{(in)}\) condition was read the fastest. The pairwise comparison of that condition with the rest of conditions is significant (SVO\(_{(in)}\) vs. SVO\(_{(an)}\): \(t(31) = –5.192, p < 0.001\); SVO\(_{(in)}\) vs. O\(_{(in)}\)VS: \(t(31) = –2.804, p = 0.009\); SVO\(_{(in)}\) vs. O\(_{(an)}\)VS: \(t(31) = –5.829, p < 0.001\)). The slowest condition, as expected, was O\(_{(an)}\)SV. The comparison between canonical SVO\(_{(an)}\) vs. non canonical O\(_{(an)}\)VS shows a canonical order advantage (\(t(31) = –3.177, p = 0.03\)). The comparison between O\(_{(in)}\)VS and O\(_{(an)}\)VS(\(t(31) = –5.191, p < 0.001\)) reveals a penalty for object animacy, as expected.

For the Andean Spanish group, we carried out two way repeated measures ANOVA to analyze whole sentence processing (see Table 2 and Fig. 1). The main result is that SVO sentences were read faster than OVS, as in the Peninsular group (Constituent Order, \(F(1,31) = 33.120, P(HF) < 0.001\)). Comparing the inanimate conditions, we observed that SVO was read faster than OVS (SVO\(_{(in)}\) vs. O\(_{(in)}\)VS: \(t(31) = –3.149, p = 0.004\)), and the same happened when we compared the two conditions with animate objects (SVO\(_{(an)}\) vs. O\(_{(an)}\)VS: \(t(31) = –5.142, p < 0.001\)). Animacy also resulted significant (\(F(1,31) = 62.819, P(HF) < 0.001\)), signaling that sentences with animate objects were read slower than sentences with inanimate objects. The interaction between the two factors reached significance (\(F(1,31) = 6.655, P(HF) = 0.015\)). Pairwise comparisons for the factor Animacy also showed that animate conditions took longer than inanimate conditions (SVO\(_{(in)}\) vs. SVO\(_{(an)}\): \(t(31) = –5.110, p < 0.001\); O\(_{(in)}\)VS vs. O\(_{(an)}\)VS: \(t(31) = –7.735, p < 0.001\); SVO\(_{(in)}\) vs. O\(_{(an)}\)VS: \(t(31) = –8.317, p < 0.001\)), as expected.
We also carried out a three-way ANOVA with the two groups, Andean Spanish vs. Peninsular Spanish as a between subject factor. The three way interaction between Group, Constituent Order and Animacy was not significant. We observed main effects for Constituent Order ($F(1,62) = 45.815$, $P(HF) < 0.001$) and for Animacy ($F(1,62) = 95.943$, $P(HF) < 0.001$), and the interaction between those two factors ($F(1,62) = 9.705$, $P(HF) = 0.003$) resulted significant, revealing that both groups of speakers processed the experimental conditions similarly. On the other hand, we observed two way significant interactions between Animacy and Group ($F(1,62) = 4.431$, $P(HF) = 0.039$) and Constituent Order and Group ($F(1,62) = 4.812$, $P(HF) = 0.032$). Importantly, the difference between animate and inanimate conditions was bigger for the Andean group than for the Peninsular group. In the same vein, the Andean group took longer to process O-initial conditions as compared to S initial conditions than did the Peninsular group.
2.2.2. Comprehension task

When comparing the error rates of the Peninsular group, we observed a main effect of *Animacy* \((F(1,31) = 23.881, P(HF) < 0.001)\), revealing that sentences with animate objects generated more errors than those with inanimate objects (see table 3 and Fig. 2). The pairwise comparison showed that only animate-inanimate comparisons resulted significant \((SVO_{(i)} vs. SVO_{(a)}: t(31) = 3.341, p = 0.002; O_{(i)} vs. O_{(a)}: t(31) = 4.609, p < 0.001; SVO_{(i)} vs. O_{(a)}: t(31) = 2.712, p = 0.011; SVO_{(a)} vs. O_{(i)}: t(31) = 4.418, p < 0.001)\). As for reaction times (see table 3 and Fig. 3), a similar scenario obtained, that is, a main effect of *Animacy* \((F(1,31) = 17.584, P(HF) < 0.001)\). The pairwise comparisons also revealed that only animate-inanimate comparisons resulted significant \((SVO_{(i)} vs. SVO_{(a)}: t(31) = 2.535, p = 0.017; O_{(i)} vs. O_{(a)}: t(31) = 4.399, p < 0.001; SVO_{(i)} vs. O_{(a)}: t(31) = 3.68, p = 0.004; SVO_{(a)} vs. O_{(i)}: t(31) = 3.529, p = 0.001)\).

**Table 3**

Mean values of the comprehension task (percentage of errors and reaction times, RT) for Andean and Peninsular Spanish Speakers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>O_{(i)} VS</th>
<th>O_{(a)} VS</th>
<th>SVO_{(i)}</th>
<th>SVO_{(a)}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Errors</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Errors</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peninsular Spanish</td>
<td>7.9% (±1.2)</td>
<td>2441 ms (±121)</td>
<td>2.8% (±1)</td>
<td>2216 ms (±113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andean Spanish</td>
<td>7.2% (±1)</td>
<td>2826 ms (±127)</td>
<td>3.4% (±0.7)</td>
<td>2567 ms (±98)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing the error rates of the Andean group, we observed a main effect of *Animacy* \((F(1,31) = 19.847, P(HF) < 0.001)\) and another main effect of * Constituent order* \((F(1,31) = 8.097, P(HF) = 0.008)\), but we did not observe any interaction between those factors (see table 3 and Fig. 2). The pairwise comparison showed that word order has an impact when objects were inanimate \((SVO_{(i)} vs. O_{(i)}: t(31) = 2.184, p = 0.037)\) but not when the objects were animate, due to the amount of errors observed in SVO_{(i)}. Indeed, the animate-inanimate comparison that involved SVO_{(i)} and O_{(i)} VS conditions resulted non significant, while the rest of animate-inanimate comparisons were significant \((SVO_{(i)} vs. SVO_{(a)}: t(31) = 3.205, p = 0.003; O_{(i)} vs. O_{(a)}: t(31) = 3.253, p = 0.003; SVO_{(an)} vs. O_{(i)} VS: t(31) = 5.062, p < 0.001)\). For reaction times, a main effect of *Animacy* \((F(1,31) = 11.318, P(HF) = 0.002)\) was observed (see table 3 and Fig. 3). However, apart of the animate-inanimate comparisons \((SVO_{(i)} vs. SVO_{(a)}: t(31) = 2.019, p = 0.052; O_{(i)} vs. O_{(a)}: t(31) = 3.893, p < 0.001; SVO_{(an)} vs. O_{(i)} VS: t(31) = -2.062, p = 0.048; SVO_{(an)} vs. O_{(i)} VS: t(31) = 3.446, p = 0.002)\), SVO_{(an)} vs. O_{(i)} VS comparison also resulted significant \((t(31) = 2.194, p = 0.036)\).
Regarding the errors in the comprehension task, the group analysis revealed a main effect of Constituent Order \((F(1,62) = 9.641, P(HF) = 0.003)\) and another main effect of Animacy \((F(1,62) = 43.707, P(HF) < 0.001)\). No interaction was observed. Finally, the group analysis of the reaction times generated a main effect of Animacy \((F(1,61) = 26.459, P(FH) < 0.001)\) without any significant interaction. The lack of interactions with Group factor signals that Peninsular and Andean Spanish speakers performed similarly in the comprehension task.
2.2.3. **Constituent by Constituent Analysis**

Sentences were presented constituent by constituent in the experiment. Hence, we carried out pairwise comparisons of all experimental conditions at each sentence position (DP1, V, DP2) for both groups of participants.

For the Peninsular Spanish group, at sentence initial position (DP1), we observed that animate objects took longest, indicating they were hardest to process. They were slower than subjects and slower than inanimate objects ($O_{(in)}\text{VS}$ vs. $O_{(an)}\text{VS}$: $t(31) = -4.167, p < 0.001$; $SVO_{(an)}\text{VS}$ vs. $O_{(an)}\text{VS}$: $t(31) = -3.337, p = 0.002$; $SVO_{(in)}\text{VS}$ vs. $O_{(an)}\text{VS}$: $t(31) = -4.519, p < 0.001$; see Fig. 4 and Table 4). Recall that animate objects in Spanish carry a DOM marker $a$ (María vio [O a la niña] «María saw the girl»), which rules out a temporary parsing of this initial DP as a subject. But inanimate objects are not morphologically marked (María vio [O la luz] «María saw the light»), and they can be temporarily interpreted as subjects at sentence initial position (e.g. la luz cegó a María «The light blinded Mary»). Hence, the observed similar reading times are expected. Unexpectedly, the comparison of sentence initial inanimate objects with the subject in the $SVO_{(an)}\text{condition}$ was significant ($O_{(in)}\text{VS}$ vs. $SVO_{(an)}\text{VS}$: $t(31) = -2.683, p = 0.012$). We think this result is due to the fact that the inanimate objects in our materials were shorter than the subjects in the $SVO_{(an)}\text{condition}$ (see the discussion in the materials subsection above). Another unpredicted result was observed when comparing reading times of S in $SVO_{(in)}\text{VS}$ vs. $SVO_{(an)}\text{VS}$ conditions ($t(31) = -3.226, p = 0.003$), which differ in reading times though a revision of the items shows they did not differ in length or frequency.

At V (sentence second position), Peninsular Spanish speakers are slower in the O-animate condition than in the O-inanimate one ($SVO_{(an)}\text{VS}$ vs. $SVO_{(an)}\text{VS}$: $t(31) = -4.008, p < 0.001$; $O_{(an)}\text{VS}$ vs. $O_{(an)}\text{VS}$: $t(31) = -6.383, p < 0.001$; $O_{(an)}\text{VS}$ vs. $SVO_{(an)}\text{VS}$: $t(31) = -3.728, p = 0.001$). Further comparing reading times of V in the two O-animate conditions ($SVO_{(an)}\text{VS}$ vs. $O_{(an)}\text{VS}$), a statistically significant results was observed ($t(31) = -2.394, p = 0.023$), showing that sentence initial animate objects correlated with longest reading times at the verb.
At sentence final position (DP2), the largest processing cost was observed for the subject in the O-inanimate condition (SVO\textsubscript{(in)} VS. O\textsubscript{(in)} VS: \(t(31) = -4.143, p < 0.001\)). Further, comparisons between O-animate and O-inanimate conditions resulted significant at DP2 position (SVO\textsubscript{(in)} VS. SVO\textsubscript{(an)}: \(t(31) = -4.465, p < 0.001\); O\textsubscript{(in)} VS. O\textsubscript{(an)}: \(t(31) = -2.609, p = 0.014\)), with the exception of O\textsubscript{(in)} VS. SVO\textsubscript{(an)} comparison that was not significant, probably due to the increasing processing cost of the subject in final position in the O-inanimate condition (see Table 4 and Fig. 4).

**Table 4**

Constituent-by-Constituent mean reading times of the experimental conditions for both groups of participants (Peninsular and Andean). Time is provided in milliseconds, and standard errors in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>O\textsubscript{(an)} VS</th>
<th>O\textsubscript{(in)} VS</th>
<th>SVO\textsubscript{(an)}</th>
<th>SVO\textsubscript{(in)}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DP1</td>
<td>696 (±45)</td>
<td>808 (±43)</td>
<td>628 (±32)</td>
<td>698 (±33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>675 (±34)</td>
<td>785 (±42)</td>
<td>589 (±27)</td>
<td>654 (±28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP2</td>
<td>811 (±52)</td>
<td>932 (±51)</td>
<td>746 (±38)</td>
<td>815 (±47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the Andean Spanish group, comparisons at first constituent position (DP1) also revealed that the animate object was hardest to process (O\textsubscript{(in)} VS. O\textsubscript{(an)} VS: \(t(31) = -5.365, p < 0.001\); SVO\textsubscript{(an)} VS. O\textsubscript{(an)} VS: \(t(31) = -5.250, p < 0.001\); SVO\textsubscript{(in)} VS. O\textsubscript{(an)} VS: \(t(31) = -6.303, p < 0.001\)). As reported for the Peninsular group, we observed an unexpected difference when comparing sentence initial subjects (SVO\textsubscript{(in)} VS. SVO\textsubscript{(an)}: \(t(31) = -2.3568, p = 0.025\)).

At V (sentence second) position, O-animate conditions required longer reading times than O-inanimate conditions (SVO\textsubscript{(in)} VS. SVO\textsubscript{(an)}: \(t(31) = -6.083, p < 0.001\); O\textsubscript{(in)} VS. O\textsubscript{(an)} VS: \(t(31) = -7.192, p < 0.001\); O\textsubscript{(in)} VS. SVO\textsubscript{(an)}: \(t(31) = -5.532, p < 0.001\)). We also observed a carry over effect at verb position in the O\textsubscript{(an)} condition when we compared it with the SVO\textsubscript{(an)} condition \((t(31) = -4.948, p < 0.001)\), similar to the effect observed in Peninsular Spanish speakers (see Table 4 and Fig. 5).

At sentence final position (DP2), Andean speakers, like Peninsular ones also read objects faster than subjects in the O-inanimate condition (SVO\textsubscript{(in)} VS. O\textsubscript{(in)} VS: \(t(31) = -3.335, p = 0.002\), an expected finding, signaling the extra processing effort required by sentence final subjects. Also in the O-animate condition, subjects took longer than objects (SVO\textsubscript{(an)} VS. O\textsubscript{(an)} VS: \(t(31) = -2.635, p = 0.013\)). In general, sentence final constituents in O-animate condition were read slower than in O-inanimate condition (SVO\textsubscript{(in)} VS. SVO\textsubscript{(an)}: \(t(31) = -4.057, p < 0.001\); O\textsubscript{(in)} VS. O\textsubscript{(an)} VS: \(t(31) = -4.980, p < 0.001\)). The only exception is the O\textsubscript{(in)} VS. SVO\textsubscript{(an)} comparison that was not significant, same as the Peninsular group (see Table 4 and Fig. 5).
In order to compare Peninsular and Andean Spanish in the constituent-by-constituent analysis, three way ANOVAs were carried out for all three constituent positions (DP1, Verb, DP2) with groups of participants as a between subject factor.

At DP1 position, results revealed main effects of Constituent order \( (F(1,62) = 44.477, P(HF) < 0.001) \) and Animacy \( (F(1,62) = 54.823, P(HF) < 0.001) \). Further, an interaction between Constituent order and Group \( (F(1,62) = 5.713, P(HF) = 0.020) \) was observed, signaling that processing preverbal objects was harder for the Andean group than for the Peninsular group. The interaction of Group with Animacy and the three way interaction were not significant.

For the verb, at second position in the sentence, results revealed main effects of Constituent order \( (F(1,62) = 21.972, P(HF) < 0.001) \) and Animacy \( (F(1,62) = 98.939, P(HF) < 0.001) \). The interactions between Group and Constituent order \( (F(1,62) = 6.034, P(HF) = 0.017) \) and Group and Animacy \( (F(1,62) = 4.246, P(HF) = 0.044) \) were significant, signaling that the verbs of O-initial and O-animate conditions took longer to process for the Andean group than for the Spanish group. The triple interaction was not significant at verb position.

Finally, for DP2, at sentence final position, the ANOVA did not reveal any significant interaction. Only main effects of Constituent order \( (F(1,62) = 26.096, P(HF) < 0.001) \) and Animacy \( (F(1,62) = 48.041, P(HF) < 0.001) \) were observed.
3. Discussion

3.1. Whole sentence processing

Our results reveal that word order and object animacy have a significant impact on sentence processing speed and accuracy in both varieties of Spanish, Peninsular and Andean, as expected. Specifically, both in Peninsular as well as in Andean Spanish: (a) SVO sentences are processed faster and with less errors than their OVS counterparts, and (b) sentences with animate objects take longer to process than those with inanimate ones. We thus replicate the findings previously reported by Casado et al. (2005) and Del Rio et al. (2012) showing SVO to be the easiest sentence word order to processing Peninsular Spanish. Moreover, our results reveal this to be the case also in Andean Spanish, a variety for which no processing data were available before. This entails that, despite the higher frequency of preverbal objects reported as a characteristic feature of Andean Spanish (Escobar, 1978; Lujan, Minaya & Sankoff, 1981; Cerrón-Palomino, 1990; A.M. Escobar, 1990, 2000; Zavala 1999), this feature is not significant enough to alter the basic processing preferences: SVO is the canonical word order also in this Andean variety, as revealed by shorter reading times and errors, in comparison to OVS.

Both groups of Spanish speakers, Andean and Peninsular, respond similarly when processing sentence word order and object animacy manipulations. The Andean group revealed an interaction between Constituent order and Animacy that did not reach significance in the Peninsular group (though it almost did, see result section). The direct comparison between groups did not reveal any three way interaction (Group by Constituent order by Animacy) and main effects of Constituent order and Animacy were observed, signaling that both groups processed experimental conditions in the same fashion. The interactions between Group and Animacy factors and Group and Constituent order factors revealed that the processing cost of sentence initial animate Objects, as compared to the rest of the conditions, was greater for the Andean group. This is an interesting finding, because it indicates less tolerance to morphologically marked preverbal objects in the Andean variety than in the Peninsular one, despite reports of higher rates of preverbal objects in Andean Spanish (Muntendam, 2013).

3.2. Comprehension task

The comprehension task also sought to measure the comprehension cost of the various experimental conditions. Results reveal that word order and animacy modulate the correct comprehension of the sentences in both groups. Conditions with animate objects elicited more errors and required longer reading times than the conditions with inanimate objects. Regarding word order, object initial sentences elicited more errors and required longer reading times than subject initial counterparts. These results provide additional evidence that canonical word order in Spanish is SVO (Casado et al., 2005; Del Rio et al., 2012). The lack of differences between Andean and Peninsular speakers in the direct group comparison indicates that both groups deploy equivalent representation and processing of sentence word order and animacy traits. In particular, no evidence emerges for a preverbal object processing advantage in Andean Spanish.
3.3. Reading times constituent by constituent

The fastest constituents to process in both groups, as expected, were the sentence initial S and sentence initial O in the O-inanimate condition. Given that inanimate objects are not morphologically marked in Spanish, this result shows that a sentence initial inanimate object is initially processed as a subject, deploying the Subject First strategy (Bever, 1970). The slowest constituent to process, also for both groups, was the sentence initial animate object, as expected. Recall that animate objects in Spanish carry a Differential Object Marker (DOM), the preposition a; this marking rules out the possibility of temporarily interpreting the sentence initial object as a subject. Comparing reading times for subjects at sentence initial position (SVO\textsubscript{(in)} vs. SVO\textsubscript{(an)}), we found longer reading times for condition SVO\textsubscript{(an)} in both groups of participants. This result is unexpected and we have no explanation for it; we ruled out to differences in frequency or length in the experimental material, for which we tested. Direct comparison between groups revealed that processing preverbal objects was harder for the Andean Spanish speakers than for the Peninsular ones, as suggested by the larger difference in reading times between OVS and SVO sentences for Andeans at DP1 position. As seen in the discussion on reading times for the whole sentence, here again we find that Andean speakers incur in greater costs than Peninsulars when processing OVS word orders.

We compared the reading times for the verbs in the various conditions and found that, in both groups of participants, the verbs in the O-inanimate condition are processed faster than the verbs in the O-animate condition, an expected result. The verb in condition O\textsubscript{(an)} VS had the longest reading times in both groups of participants, plausibly due to the fact that subjects incur in greater cognitive costs when processing the differentially marked object, which already signals a non canonical sentence word order; we thus interpret it as a spillover effect (Just \textit{et al.}, 1982) whereby the processing load of the animate object continues until the next element, in this case the verb. These comparisons must be taken carefully because the verbs in the O-inanimate condition are more frequent and shorter than verbs in the O-animate condition, which could also subtly contribute to faster reading times in the former. When comparing the reading times for verbs in conditions SVO\textsubscript{(in)} and SVO\textsubscript{(an)}, we found that in SVO\textsubscript{(in)} condition the verb is processed faster by both groups of participants, which was not expected. We speculate that it results from a small difference in frequency and length of the verb in each condition (see the discussion in the materials subsection above). Direct comparison between groups at verb position revealed that the Andean group was more sensitive to word order variations and object animacy than the Peninsular group.

We measured and compared the reading times for DP2 at the end of the sentence. The S of O\textsubscript{(in)} VS condition was read significantly slower than the O of the SVO\textsubscript{(in)} condition in both groups of participants. The comparison of O and S of animate conditions (SVO\textsubscript{(an)} vs. O\textsubscript{(an)} VS) at sentence final position (DP2) reached significance in the Andean group, but not in the Peninsular group. However, we did not observe any group effect for those O-animate conditions. The greater processing cost of S at sentence final position arises because this is not its canonical position and provides further evidence favoring that Spanish canonical word order is SVO (Casado \textit{et al.}, 2005; del Rio \textit{et al.}, 2012); although the asymmetries in length could overdraw the results.

All in all, constituent-by-constituent analysis revealed that Andean and Peninsular Spanish speakers are similarly affected by word order and animacy variations in the sentence, revealing that canonical word order is SVO in both varieties and animate objects increased the processing cost of sentences, also in both varieties. When differences between both groups of speakers were
observed, they signaled that OVS orders were harder to process for the Andean group. Thus previously reported higher frequencies for OV structures in Andean Spanish (Escobar, 1978; Lujan, Minaya & Sankoff, 1981; Cerrón-Palomino, 1990; A.M. Escobar, 1990, 2000; Zavala 1999) do not appear to sufficiently impact on the sentence processing strategies of Andean Spanish speakers, which remain similar to that of Peninsular speakers.

4. Conclusion

In the present study, we provide pioneering experimental evidence regarding sentence processing in Andean Spanish. Our findings reveal that both in Andean and Peninsular Spanish varieties: (a) sentence canonical word order is SVO, as revealed by the fast reading times and small amount of comprehension errors, and (b) object animacy slows down sentence processing regardless of its position in the sentence, but do it more when sentence initial. Interestingly, our results do not show signs of facilitation for processing animate object initial sentences in the Andean group, despite the higher frequency of preverbal objects reported as a characteristic feature of Andean Spanish (Muntendam, 2013).
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